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Motivated by our recent scanning tunneling microscopy measurements on Re�112̄1� that, depending on the
nature of the adsorbate, showed the formation of distinct facets when the substrate is annealed to elevated

temperatures, we used density-functional theory to explore why faceting of Re�112̄1� induced by NH3 is
different from that by O2. Our calculations indicate that nitrogen adsorption causes two-sided ridges, combin-

ing �134̄2� and �314̄2� faces, to become thermodynamically favored at temperatures below 1080 K while

oxygen adsorption below 1130 K leads to four-sided pyramids exhibiting �101̄0�, �011̄0�, �101̄1�, and �011̄1�
faces.
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Faceted metal surfaces are interesting model systems for
studying structural sensitivity and size effects in catalytic
reactions.1–3 Re has mainly been used in the aircraft industry
and as catalyst for petroleum processing.4 Recently, it re-
ceived increasing interest due to the fact that Re-based cata-
lysts show high reactivity in many important catalytic reac-
tions such as selective reduction of NOx with NH3, selective
oxidation of methanol, thiophene hydrodesulfurization, and
ammonia synthesis, where the reaction rate is sensitive to the
catalyst surface structure.5–10 Particularly, the recent discov-

ery of O-covered faceted Re�123̄1� for the growth of Co
nanoclusters demonstrates that adsorbate-covered faceted
metal surfaces are also promising templates for synthesis of
active model catalysts with high selectivity.11,12 Besides their
catalytic properties, such nanostructured surfaces might pro-
vide a basis for bridging the gap between nanoparticles and
single-crystal surfaces.13

While clean metal surfaces rarely facet, adsorbate-
induced faceting of rough surfaces, driven by the anisotropy
of surface free energy, is a known phenomenon and has been
studied on various systems both experimentally and
theoretically.14–19 Although the driving force for facet forma-
tion is believed to be thermodynamics, in most cases this
process is hindered kinetically and requires a minimum an-
nealing temperature to occur.

To understand the influence of differently strong interact-
ing adsorbates on the surface morphology of transition met-

als, we have characterized faceting of Re�112̄1� in the pres-
ence of oxygen and nitrogen using low-energy electron
diffraction �LEED� and scanning tunneling microscopy
�STM�.11 Regarding nitrogen, which was introduced by ex-
posing the system to ammonia at temperatures above 600 K,
where it decomposes to leave only N atoms on the surface,
the initially planar Re�112̄1� surface becomes completely
faceted at 900 K and a pressure of 5�10−10 atm. The facets
that appear were characterized as ridgelike structures with
faces having �134̄2� and �314̄2� orientations �Fig. 1�.

However, depositing oxygen at room temperature with ex-
posures less than 30 L, followed by annealing at elevated
temperatures, causes the planar Re�112̄1� surface to become
partially faceted with �112̄1� and �101̄0� faces forming zig-
zag chains. Dosing a larger amount of oxygen �exposure
�100 L� at temperatures between 900 and 1000 K, the sur-
face converts to a morphology with four-sided nanoscale
pyramids exposing faces of �011̄0�, �101̄0�, �011̄1�, and
�101̄1� �Fig. 2�. Since the obtained facet shapes are rather
anisotropic, further quantification of the facet sizes still re-
mains difficult. However, the facets resulting from oxygen

adsorption on Re�112̄1� are substantially different from those
induced by nitrogen.

In this Brief Report, we use density-functional theory
�DFT� and atomistic thermodynamics to investigate the sur-

face faceting of Re�112̄1� being in contact either with
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a�
STM and �b� x-slope images of

the faceted Re�112̄1� surface pre-
pared by ammonia adsorption �ex-
posure of 300 L� at 900 K. Both
figures show a surface area of
1000�1000 Å2.
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an oxygen or nitrogen atmosphere. The DFT energies for
different oxygen or nitrogen overlayers on the surfaces
being involved in the facet formations were evaluated
using the CASTEP code20 with Vanderbilt-type ultrasoft
pseudopotentials21 and the generalized gradient approxima-
tion exchange-correlation functional proposed by Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof.22 The different surfaces of the initial
substrate as well as the faces of the facets were modeled by
slab geometries.23

When studying facet formation the important quantity is
the formation energy, which mainly combines contributions
from surfaces, step edges, kinks, and strain. However, when
rather extended facets are considered �as in this work�, the
overall formation energy is dominated by the surface contri-
bution. Then adsorbate-induced faceting occurs under the
following condition:25

�
f

Sf

cos � f
� f

final�T,pgas� � �initial�T,pgas� , �1�

where Sf and � f are the partial contribution of face f to each
nanoshaped structure and its tilt angle with respect to the
initial substrate, � is the surface free energy, T the tempera-
ture, and pgas the partial pressure of the surrounding gas that
induces faceting. Sf and � f can be obtained experimentally
but, as far as the facets are well characterized, also by geo-
metric considerations. To study whether a specific nanofacet
is formed on the initially planar surface at given pgas and T,
the surface free energies of the substrate as well as those of
the faces after facet formation need to fulfill relation �1�. The
facet tilt angles �� f� and partial contributions to each
nanoshaped structure �Sf�, given in Table I, were used to
generate the corresponding faceting phase diagrams �Figs. 3
and 4�.

The free energies of the various surfaces relevant for the
faceting were evaluated by the ab initio atomistic thermody-
namics approach26–29 that allows investigating of the stability
of surfaces being in contact with a surrounding gas atmo-
sphere �reservoir�, which is being characterized by a partial
pressure pgas and temperature T. Vibrational contributions to
� were estimated for the most stable structures as well as
energetically close phases. We found that these contributions
do not cause significant modifications in the overall structure
of the phase diagram. While, for high temperatures �where
desorption occurs�, this leads to temperature shifts around 50
and 75 K, considering nitrogen and oxygen adsorptions, re-

spectively, at lower temperatures these contributions are
smaller and can be omitted.

In our calculations we used geometrical coverages, which
are defined as the number of adsorbed O/N atoms per
�1�1� unit cell, thus varying with surface orientation. In
comparison, experiments usually use physical coverages,
where surface saturation is achieved with 1 monolayer �ML�.
Unfortunately, there are no direct measurements of saturation
coverages on Re�112̄1�; but using the highest possible
nitrogen/oxygen coverage phases from our calculated phase
diagrams �prior to forming the corresponding bulk com-
pounds� to define saturation coverage, we obtain an atom
density on Re�112̄1� of 0.89�1015 atoms /cm−2 for nitrogen
and 1.33�1015 atoms /cm−2 for oxygen. The latter value is
in good agreement with the available experimental value of
31.32�1015 atoms /cm−2 for stepped Re�0001� at 350 K.30

Finally, this leads to the following approximate conversion
between geometrical �GML� and physical monolayers
�PML� for the Re�112̄1� substrate: 2 GML-N�1 PML-N
and 3 GML-O�1 PML-O.

Figures 3 and 4 show the surface phase diagrams includ-
ing clean and nitrogen/oxygen-covered planar or fully fac-
eted surfaces of: �i� the flat Re�112̄1� substrate, �ii� two-sided
ridgelike structures with �134̄2� and �314̄2� faces, and �iii�
nanopyramids exposing �011̄0�, �101̄0�, �011̄1�, and �101̄1�
faces. Any partially faceted surface structure, such as the
zigzag chains with �112̄1� and �101̄0� faces observed by
STM after oxygen adsorption, were not considered in the
phase diagram since these do not represent thermodynami-
cally stable surface phases.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a�
STM and �b� x-slope images of

the faceted Re�112̄1� surface pre-
pared by oxygen adsorption �ex-
posure of 300 L� at 1000 K. Both
figures show a surface area of
1000�1000 Å2.

TABLE I. Surface area A �per 1�1-unit cell �calculated��, par-
tial surface contributions �S�, and tilt angles ��� for the initial sub-
strate and two types of nanofacets: two-sided ridges consisting of

�134̄2� and �314̄2� faces, and four-sided pyramids consisting of

�101̄0�, �011̄0�, �101̄1�, and �011̄1� faces. For S the experimentally
measured and geometrically derived values are given.

Surface
A

�Å2� Sexp Sgeo
�geo

�°�

Re�112̄1� 22.54

Re�101̄0� / �011̄0� 12.43 0.44�0.02 0.456 34.18

Re�101̄1� / �011̄1� 14.11 0.56�0.02 0.544 29.68

Re�134̄2� / �314̄2� 46.77 1.0 1.0 15.42
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Prior to discussing the results for N /Re�112̄1�, we should
mention that experimentally N was deposited on Re�112̄1�
using gaseous NH3, whereas our phase diagram is based on
adsorption of nitrogen from N2. The assumption of a thermo-
dynamic equilibrium with a N2 atmosphere is justified by the
fact that all nitrogen atoms desorbing from the Re surfaces
combine to N2.

Figure 3 shows that, at nitrogen partial pressures of pN2
=5�10−10 atm and T�1080 K, no nitrogen is adsorbed on
the surface. This temperature is in agreement with the experi-
mental value of 1100 K for desorption of nitrogen from the
surface, which according to our calculations should be planar

Re�112̄1�. For comparison, clean facets of two-sided ridges
and four-sided nanopyramids are less stable by 5 and
14 meV /Å2, respectively. As soon as nitrogen adsorbs be-
low 1080 K, facets become the thermodynamically preferred
phase �see Fig. 3�. As observed experimentally, the stabilized

nanofacets are two-sided ridges, combining Re�134̄2� and

Re�314̄2� faces. For the rather large temperature range of
1080 K�T�280 K, these nanofacets are significantly

more stable than nitrogen-covered planar Re�112̄1� or four-

sided nanopyramids with �011̄0�, �101̄0�, �011̄1�, and �101̄1�
faces. The latter structure should, from a thermodynamic
viewpoint, form below 280 K and above the temperature
where a potential Re nitride becomes stable; however, at
these low temperatures the kinetic energy for overcoming

possible barriers is rather low. Experimental observations
proposed that the facets start to form when the nitrogen cov-
erage is larger than 0.4–0.5 PML at 5�10−10 atm and tem-
peratures above 700 K. Under these conditions the phase
diagram shows phase c, which has 2 GML of nitrogen on
each face, to be thermodynamically stable. Projecting this

coverage onto the Re�112̄1� substrate would lead to 1 GML,
which converts to 0.5 PML, being in good agreement with
the experimental value. Lowering the temperature �at fixed
pressure� does not cause the surface morphology to change
but leads to an increase of the nitrogen coverage on the
ridges. Although at lower temperatures one would expect a
bulk Re nitride to become thermodynamically stable, there is
experimental evidence that such a stable compound cannot
be obtained directly from the elements.31 Therefore we only
shaded the high 	
N range in the phase diagram.

An analogous phase diagram was generated for oxygen-

induced faceting of Re�112̄1� �Fig. 4�. It shows that, above
1800 K and at the experimentally used oxygen partial pres-
sure of pO2

=5�10−10 atm, desorption of oxygen should oc-
cur. This high temperature is certainly related to the strong

binding energy of oxygen to the Re�112̄1� surface �3.85 eV
per 1 /2 O2� and is consistent with the experimental obser-
vation that oxygen desorption starts at T�1300 K. Despite
this qualitative agreement, further discussion is omitted here
since at these rather high temperatures entropy contributions
that have been neglected for the adsorbed atoms might affect
any conclusion obtained from the phase diagram. At lower
temperatures �T�1130 K� oxygen-covered two-sided ridges

with Re�134̄2� and Re�314̄2� faces, as well as the four-sided

FIG. 3. �Color online� Surface phase diagram for N-induced

faceting of planar Re�112̄1� showing the surface free energy as
function of the nitrogen chemical potential referenced as 	
N

=
N− 1
2EN2

tot . Solid, dot-dashed, and dashed lines represent the pla-
nar substrate, two-sided ridges, and four-sided pyramids,
respectively.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Surface phase diagram for O-induced

faceting of planar Re�112̄1� showing the surface free energy as
function of the oxygen chemical potential referenced as 	
O=
O

− 1
2EO2

tot . Solid, dot-dashed, and dashed lines represent the planar
substrate, two-sided ridges, and four-sided pyramids, respectively.
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nanopyramids with �011̄0�, �101̄0�, �011̄1�, and �101̄1� faces
show comparable surface free energies, deviating by
2–3 meV /Å2, which is within the accuracy of our calcula-
tions. While according to the phase diagram the oxygen cov-

erage on Re�134̄2� and Re�314̄2�, forming the two-sided
ridges, is 5.0 GML �0.83 PML on the substrate�, in case of

the four-sided pyramids both �011̄1� and �101̄1� faces are

covered with 2.0 GML oxygen, and both �011̄0� and �101̄0�
faces with 1.0 GML. The latter pyramids were also observed
by our experiments at 900 K �see Fig. 2�. At this temperature
the energy difference between the four-sided pyramids and
the two-sided ridges becomes more pronounced �see Fig. 4�
with a clear favor for the four-sided nanopyramids. However,
according to our calculations ReO2 bulk oxide becomes ther-
modynamically stable already below 1100 K. Thus, the ex-
perimentally observed structure at 900 K might represent a
metastable phase possibly stabilized due to kinetic limita-
tions in the formation of ReO2 bulk oxide.

Regarding the morphology of the oxygen-induced four-
sided nanopyramids, our LEED studies showed that the

�011̄1� and �101̄1� faces seem to be �2�1� reconstructed.11

Although in both theoretical phase diagrams �Figs. 3 and 4�
the four-sided facets are based on unreconstructed �011̄1�
and �101̄1� faces, our recent DFT calculations showed
that at high adsorbate coverages a �2�1� reconstructed

O /Re�011̄1� surface with a missing-row structure has a

comparable surface energy as unreconstructed O /Re�011̄1�.
Therefore, our calculations qualitatively support the experi-
mental observation of four-sided nanopyramids exhibiting

�2�1�-reconstructed �011̄1� and �101̄1� faces.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of our results on

choosing a different xc functional, the corresponding phase
diagrams were also evaluated on the basis of the local-
density approximation �LDA�. Although with the LDA func-
tional all phase transitions are shifted toward higher tempera-
tures for both oxygen and nitrogen adsorptions �by
�300 K�, the overall phase ordering and therefore the con-
clusions drawn above remain unchanged.

In conclusion, a combination of theoretical calculations
and experiments on the adsorbate-induced faceting of
Re�112̄1� are presented. Our DFT calculations not only re-
produce the experimentally observed surface faceting but
also provide quantitative information and physical insights
into the morphological changes of the facets with adsorbate,
adsorbate coverage, and annealing temperature. We could
show that, by choosing an appropriate adsorbate and envi-
ronmental temperature and pressure conditions, Re�112̄1�
could be fully faceted with either two-sided ridges or four-
sided pyramids. Our work has important implications for Re-
based catalysts that operate under oxygen-rich or nitrogen-
rich conditions since the structures of the catalysts often
affect their performance. We believe that this might stimulate
further experimental work using these surfaces as model sys-
tems for catalytic studies or as templates for growing nano-
structures.
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